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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is a complete description of the process involved in creating a valid 

A. Create a new Index class containing the index attributes and add a named association between this class and the
target Entity class 

B. Create a new Struct class containing the index attributes and add a named association with stereotype index
between it and the target entity class 

C. Create a new Entity class with an attribute of stereotype index and add an association with stereotype index between
it and the target Entity class 

D. Create a new Association class with an attribute of stereotype index and add an association between it and the target
Entity class 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following are valid non-key stereotypes for entity operations? 

A. nkdelete 

B. nkread 

C. nkinsert 

D. nkremove 

E. nkreadmulti 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine the following piece of code: 
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Which of the following statements about this piece of code is true? 

A. It does not compile because an import statement is missing 

B. It does not compile because the PersonDtls object must be obtained from a factory class 

C. It does not compile because the MaintainPerson should not extend the class serverworkshop.intf.MaintainPerson 

D. It compiles without errors 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Review the following model: 
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Based on the model shown above, what will be the result of a build generated command? 

A. Build Failed: The entity named TheEntity cannot have a non-default stereotyped operation 

B. Build Successful (Warning: Unrecognized stereotype \\'blank\\' in entity named TheEntity) 

C. Build Failed: The entity named TheEntity defines an operation stereotyped using a reserved keyword \\'blank\\' 

D. Build Successful 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements about SQL host variables in Cúram are true? Which of the following statements about
SQL host variables in Cúram are true? 

A. All parameter host variables must be included in the argument struct. 

B. All host variables must be prefixed by a colon. 

C. All return host variables must be included in the return struct. 

D. Host variables are not case sensitive. 

E. In custom entity SQL, each host variable should consist of the data type plus variable name. 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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